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Restoring defaults for pdf995

Applies to: Auction! Version 4 and Pdf995. If Pdf995 is no longer prompting for a the file name and
save location using any software application including Auction!, a batch print to Pdf995 in Auction!
may have been interrupted before completion.

Step by Step Instructions
1.

Locate origPdf995.ini in C:\Users\Public\Documents\Auctions\PDFs and rename
Pdf995.ini. Then right click on Pdf995.ini and choose copy.

2.

Browse to:
a. In 64 bit computers C:\Program Files (x86)\pdf995
b. In 32 bit computers C:\Program Files\pdf995

3.

Open the res folder.

4.

Paste the Pdf995.ini file into this folder. It will replace the existing file by the same name.

OR
Uninstall Pdf995 from the control panel of the computer and then re install Pdf995 to correct the
problem.
Background: Auction! Version 4 allows the saving of multiple invoices, receipts or statements to
individual pdf files using Pdf995. Pdf995 must be installed on the computer to save multiple individual
documents to individual pdfs in batch. Pdf995 is a free shareware application that can be downloaded
at pdf995.com.
When using Pdf995 to save individual reports or documents created in Auction! and in other software
applications, Pdf995 will prompt for a file name and save location. An exception happens when saving
many Auction! documents at once into individual pdf files. In this case, Auction! will create a folder
and name it. For example when saving invoices as pdfs the folder will be named
Invoices_YYMMDD_hhmmss and will be saved in C:\Users\Public\Documents\Auctions\PDFs. The
folder will have individual pdfs for each record and the name of each pdf will be unique. For instance,
the name of each individual invoice pdf will contain the name of the household to which the invoice
applies.
Once the process of saving all the pdfs is complete, Pdf995 will return to the default setting and when
saving any individual document using Pdf995, it will again prompt for the file name and save location
as it has in the past.
However, if in the process of saving many pdfs at once, Auction! is closed or the process is stopped
before all the pdf files have finished saving, Pdf995 will not return to its default setting. Going
forward, when saving documents in Auction! or any other software application, when Pdf995 is chosen
as the printer it will not ask for a file name or save location. It will continue to save all documents in
C:\Users\Public\Documents\Auctions\PDFs and by default name the documents: document1,
document2 etc.
Auction! saves a copy of the original default settings for Pdf995. If the process is allowed to finish, it
resets the default. If the process is interrupted the reset does not occur automatically.
The above instructions are for a manual reset of Pdf995 to its default parameters so any pdf files
printed using Pdf995, other than batch documents in Auction!, can be named and the save location can
be determined by the user.
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